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Energy Interface for Mixed Reality Design
Abstract: A unified interface that can seamlessly merge real/virtual spaces or local/remote spaces are presented as a bi-directional energy interface. An arbitrary system consisted of real/virtual objects has some energy connections between the objects of the system. These energy connections can be simply described by bond graphs. Using the mathematical modeling derived from the bond graphs of the system, we can achieve the unified interfaces between the real/virtual objects of the system as well as simulate the real/virtual objects of the system.

We first discuss previous researches about the bi-directional energy interfaces. Next, we briefly review relevant control-theories of modeling physical system and the bond graphs theory as a modern trend of modeling and simulating physical systems. Finally, we introduce the unified energy interface, called Hyper-Bonds Response Module (HBRM), and a road map for its implementation.

1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of computer technology and global network infrastructure, nowadays, there are many opportunities and challenges for merging real/virtual spaces or local/remote spaces using the global network. Mixed reality is a field of modern technology mixing real/virtual spaces. It is supported by image integration technology, mixing some virtual 3D graphics and real images, and the physical interface technology between real/virtual objects such as haptic interfaces or tangible interfaces. In many researches [21,20,17,9,26], it has been discussed that physical representations enhance virtual environments. Recently, it is emphasized that the space mixing the real/virtual not only represents one central phenomenon but also represents the periphery with several other phenomena in order to reduce a gap between real/virtual environments [24,25,26]. However, only few studies of the unified interface that relevant physical phenomena—e.g., mechanical force, velocity, temperature, smell, electric and hydraulic—can seamlessly transfer into virtual environment and vice versa, are known.

We note that relevant phenomena, happening in the real environment, are related to energy exchanges. Most physical activities may associated with energy exchanges; e.g., when he or she lifts a bag and puts it on the shelf, he or she has to spend some kinetic energy, and the bag gets the potential energy according to the moved height. Furthermore, the human body is accustomed to feeling and using energy exchanges for his behaviors. Because energy elements such as momentums and displacements can be seamlessly exchanged between real/virtual objects via an energy interface, it is a good candidate for a unified interface that can seamlessly merge real/virtual spaces or local/remote spaces with tight coupling.

Bond graph theory [5], originated by Paynter (1961), is an excellent candidate which can describe energy exchanges between real/virtual objects because of its unified graphical descriptions (effort/flow) for relevant physical phenomena and its re-useable or easily extendable constructions; there are several computer programs such as 20-SIM [30], CAMP [27], MS1 [28], and ENPORT [29], which can simulate the bond graph model. The energy-based approach toward modeling using bond graphs is a modern trend for the design and control of mechatronic systems [12].

Mechatronic engineering is used to control relevant physical phenomena in real environments. In a general way developing a physical linear system using the mechatronic engineering approach, the first process is to mathematically model the behaviors of the system. The second is to design the hardware of the system and the controllers for driving the hardware. The third is to embed the algorithms derived from the mathematical modeling into the controller; arbitrary inputs must be calculated with the algorithms, and then the results must be applied to the controller for driving the actuators such as motor, cylinder, or electric generator to artificially produce the physical phenomena.

The above-mentioned processes have been expanded into the mixed reality physical systems. So far most mixed reality physical systems have supported only one single physical domain for representing the central phenomena and have been developed as one package structure, whose virtual, real, or interface part is inseparable from the system. However, to seamlessly merge the real/virtual environments, it is very important to consider supporting multi-domains and reusable structures. Therefore, Our researches focuses on the unified mixed reality energy interface, that can support multi-domains for representing both central/periphery phenomena, and can easily be reused even if any objects of the system are modified.
2. Previous Researches

The universal energy interface between real/virtual objects was first introduced by Bruns [1], called Hyper-Bonds (Fig. 2.1a and Fig. 2.1b); the power (effort/flow) can be bi-directionally transferred the real into the virtual via the interface and vice versa. It was to open up promising perspectives of further research to merge existing knowledge and tools from various other fields [4]. After that, several researches followed that. In the following part, we historically review the concept Hyper-Bonds.

![Hyper-Bonds](image)

Fig. 2.1 (a) : Boundaries cutting a system [3] and (b) : Concept of Hyper-Bond

- **Complex Object & Auto-erecting Agents for a Collaborative Learning Environment**

Bruns [1] presented the concept of complex objects (Fig. 2.2), having one single real physical part and various virtual parts of different levels of abstraction. Real and virtual parts are coupled by a mechanism of pattern recognition, that may be either grasp-recognition of a sensorised hand like data-glove or by object-recognition with a video-system, sensing the building area. As its prototypes, he showed real construction kits for pneumatics, robotics and conveyor-systems with 3D-VR models based on VRML, special and general application simulators, help-functions and control systems for programmable logic controller.

![Complex Objects](image)

Fig. 2.2 Complex Objects with real tangible parts and various digital representations [2]

This concept was then extended by a mechanism of auto-erection (Fig. 2.3), enabling these objects to simulate their own potential environment. To freely mix virtual and real parts on one level of work, each real component is attached a hidden surrounding model, that has links which provide a hidden junction, a source and a sink for this type of physical phenomena and an electrical controllable mechanism to stimulate all input/output behavior of this junction. In the later work, this concept has been changed to a unified approach to connect real/virtual phenomena: Hyper-Bonds (Bruns, 2001, 2004)
Bruns (1999) presented a sensing and generating mechanism, which can switch between source and sink, generate and sense voltage/current- or pressure/volume-flow (Fig. 2.4), supported by bond graph theory. In the multi-domain mixed reality environment, this mechanism allows the bi-directional links mixing real/virtual objects. This mechanism, however, was insufficient for applying to continuous linear time-invariant systems because any methods of switching source and sink for the continuous power transition between real/virtual were not included. Some applications are developed and demonstrated for quasi-static discrete event applications of pneumatic and electrical phenomena (Fig. 2.5).

- **A Sensing and Generating Mechanism**

Fig. 2.4 Hyper-Bond for Voltage/Current- or Pressure/Volume-Flow [3]

Fig. 2.5 DERIVE Learning Environment

---

1 EU-IST Project DERIVE (Distributed Real and Virtual Learning Environment for Mechatronics and Tele-Service)
• **Virtual Equivalence**

Yoo (2004) presented the *Virtual Equivalence*, a method to merge real/virtual circuits. In order to bi-directionally connect a virtual electric circuit with a real electric circuit, a virtual circuit in the virtual environment is replaced by an equivalent circuit—this consist of a resistor, capacitor, inductor and voltage source—led by the Thevenin’s and Norton’s Theorems [16] and physically implemented and connected with the real circuit in the real environment (Fig. 2.6). However, because of yet unavailable modulating inductance or capacitance by computer and also very restrictive applying Thevenin’s and Norton’s Theorems to RLC circuits (circuits included resistors, inductors, and capacitors), this method is in difficulties for applying to the complete RLC circuit. Therefore, this method has been applied to only the virtual circuit without capacitors and inductors. It was possible to use a digital potentiometer, which can be controlled by the computer, to implement the equivalent resistance, $R_{Th}$. As an application with the virtual equivalence, the Framework of the Mixed Reality Breadboard was introduced as Fig. 2.7 [11].

![Fig. 2.6. Converting the virtual circuit to a virtual equivalent circuit](image)

![Fig. 2.7 Framework of the Mixed Reality Breadboard](image)

• **Hyper-Bond Subnet (HBS)**

Bruns (2004) presented the *Hyper-Bond Subnet* (Fig.2.8). Given an arbitrary system, any energy connection can be replaced by a HBS conserving the overall behavior and providing a mechanism to separate two physical subnets $S1$ and $S2$ connected via HBS, a network of sensors and generators of effort and flow; an arbitrary implementation of $S1$ and $S2$ as real or virtual system is possible. This has the advantage that it is not necessary to know anything about the structure of systems $S1$ and $S2$. Each Hyper-Bond interface must have a HBS. Some example applications using HBS was simulated with bond graphs [4].

![Fig. 2.8 Concept of Hyper-Bond Subnet](image)
3. Mathematical Modeling of Linear Time-Invariant Systems

- Classical Control Theory

In order to design, analysis and implement the physical linear system, the system should be mathematically modeled, and such methods have been studied in control system field. Using the state-variable method, linear and nonlinear systems, time-invariant and time-varying systems, and single-variable and multi-variable systems can be modelled in a unified manner. In example Fig. 3.1, this state-variable method is briefly reviewed.

![Fig. 3.1 a RLC circuit](image)

This electrical circuit (Fig. 3.1) can be mathematically modeled two equations as follows,

\[
C \frac{de_r(t)}{dt} = i(t) \quad (3.1)
\]

\[
L \frac{di_l(t)}{dt} = -e_r(t) - Ri(t) + e(t) \quad (3.2)
\]

These equations are called first-order differential equation, and the general form is n\textsuperscript{th}-order differential equation such as Eq. (3.3)

\[
\frac{d^n}{dt^n} y(t) + a_{n-1} \frac{d^{n-1}}{dt^{n-1}} y(t) + \cdots + a_1 \frac{dy(t)}{dt} + a_0 y(t) = b_n \frac{d^n}{dt^n} u(t) + b_{n-1} \frac{d^{n-1}}{dt^{n-1}} u(t) + \cdots + b_1 \frac{du(t)}{dt} + b_0 u(t) \quad (3.3)
\]

As the state equation form, Eq. (3.1) and (3.2) can be substituted as

\[
\int_i^1 x_1(t) \, dt = \int_1^t i(t) \, dt \quad , \quad \frac{dx_1(t)}{dt} = x_2(t) = i(t) \quad (3.4)
\]

\[
\frac{dx_2(t)}{dt} = x_2(t) \quad (3.5)
\]

The general form of n state equations is

\[
\frac{dx_i(t)}{dt} = f_i\left[x_1(t), x_2(t), \ldots, x_n(t), u_1(t), u_2(t), \ldots, u_p(t)\right] \quad (3.6)
\]

where \(i = 1, 2, \ldots, n\). The \(i\)\textsuperscript{th} state variable is represented by \(x_i(t)\); \(u_r\) denotes the \(r\)\textsuperscript{th} input for \(r = 1, 2, \ldots, p\).

The general output equations can be expressed as

\[
y_j = g_j\left[x_1(t), x_2(t), \ldots, x_n(t), u_1(t), u_2(t), \ldots, u_p(t)\right] \quad (3.7)
\]

where \(j = 1, 2, \ldots, q\).
In order to be convenient to simulate and analysis the mathematical model with the computer, the general state equations and output equations can describe as the vector-matrix forms,

\[
\frac{dx(t)}{dt} = Ax(t) + Bu(t) \quad (3.8)
\]

\[
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t) \quad (3.9)
\]

where A is the system matrix, and B is the input matrix. The state-variable response of the system, described by Eq. (3.8), can be written as Eq. (3.10),

\[
x(t) = \Phi(t)x(0) + \int_0^t \Phi(t-\tau)Bu(\tau)\,d\tau \quad (3.10)
\]

where \(x(0)\) is the initial condition, and \(\Phi(t)\) is the state transition matrix,

\[
\Phi(t) = e^{At} = (1 + At + \frac{A^2 t^2}{2!} + \frac{A^3 t^3}{3!} + \cdots + \frac{A^k t^k}{k!} + \cdots) \quad (3.11)
\]

Besides, some software, such as MATLAB or Maple, are very useful for computing the elements of the state transition matrix. computing it [16].

Substituting as the vector form of Eq. (3.12) for Eq. (3.4) and (3.5), it can be written as follows,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{dx_1(t)}{dt} \\
\frac{dx_2(t)}{dt}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 \\
\frac{1}{LC} & \frac{1}{R} - \frac{1}{L}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_1(t) \\
x_2(t)
\end{bmatrix}
+ 
\begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
\frac{1}{L}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
u(t)
\end{bmatrix} \quad (3.12)
\]

For instance, if \(A\), as the value of the elements, is such as,

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 \\
-2 & -3
\end{bmatrix}
\]

and when \(u(t) = 1\), the state transition matrix is derived as,

\[
\Phi(t) = \begin{bmatrix}
2e^{-t} - e^{-2t} & e^{-t} - e^{-2t} \\
-2e^{-t} + 2e^{-2t} & -e^{-t} + 2e^{-2t}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The state-variable response of the system is as follows,

\[
x(t) = \begin{bmatrix}
2e^{-t} - e^{-2t} & e^{-t} - e^{-2t} \\
-2e^{-t} + 2e^{-2t} & -e^{-t} + 2e^{-2t}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x(0)
\end{bmatrix}
+ 
\begin{bmatrix}
0.5 - e^{-t} + 0.5e^{-2t} \\
0.5 - e^{-t} + 0.5e^{-2t}
\end{bmatrix}
t \geq 0
\]

In most cases of designing linear time-invariant control systems, the transfer function is very important to analyze the system because the characteristics of system can be investigated with it. After investigating the characteristics, the transfer function can be manipulated to improve the behavior of system. As such some methods, PDC (Proportional Derivative Control), PIC (Proportional Integral Control), PID (Proportional Integral and Derivative Control) are already well-known. The transfer function of the Fig. 3.1 can be derived through the Laplas Trasform of the Eq. (3.1) and (3.2), or from the state diagram. Fig. 3.2a is the state diagram from Eq.(3.1) and Eq. (3.2). There are also methods to derive the state diagram from the differential equation (see [22]). Fig. 3.2b is the block diagrams of the transfer functions. The state diagram method is often used for developing the control system, because to derive some the transfer equation from the state diagram is much more easier than to directly derive the transfer equation from the differential equations.
The general form of Eq. (3.13) or (3.14) can be derived through the Laplace Transform of Eq. (3.3), as following,

$$ G(s) = \frac{Y(s)}{U(s)} = \frac{b_n s^n + b_{n-1} s^{n-1} + \cdots + b_1 s + b_0}{s^n + a_{n-1} s^{n-1} + \cdots + a_1 s + a_0} \quad (3.15) $$

So far, some methods to mathematically describe the system is introduced, and those have some relationships for the conversion among various, it shows in Fig. 3.3,

Fig. 3.3 showing the relationships among various methods of describing linear systems [22]
In physical systems, an interaction between subsystems is always coupled to an exchange of energy, and such a relation is called a power bond. Places at which power can flow between subsystems are called ports, and physical subsystems with one or more ports are called multiports. Fig. 4 shows a bond connection two ports. To describe power interactions of all types of multiports in a common language, effort and flow are described as the universal power variables, and its several types of power interchange shows Table 1. Therefore, the power $P(t)$ is expressed as the product of an effort and a flow variable, as Eq. (3.16). And the $e(t)$ and $f(t)$ are related with the energy variables, momentum $p(t)$ and displacement $q(t)$, such as the Eq. (3.17).

$$P(t) = e(t) \cdot f(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.16)

$$\frac{dp(t)}{dt} = e(t), \quad \frac{dq(t)}{dt} = f(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.17)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Effort, $e(t)$</th>
<th>Flow, $f(t)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical translation</td>
<td>Force component, $F(t)$</td>
<td>Velocity component, $V(t)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical rotation</td>
<td>Torque component, $\tau(t)$</td>
<td>Angular velocity component, $\omega(t)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic</td>
<td>Pressure, $P(t)$</td>
<td>Volume flow rate, $Q(t)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>Voltage, $e(t)$</td>
<td>Current, $i(t)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1. Some Effort and Flow Quantities [5]

Fig. 5 is the bond graph symbol from Fig. 4; The half arrow on a port line indicates the direction of power flow at any instant of time when the effort and flow variable both happen to be positive.

Fig. 3.5 Bond graph symbol without causal stroke

The causal stroke must be added to the symbol of Fig. 3.5 to determine the computational direction of the variables. For example in Fig. 3.6a, the effort from subsystem A is the input of subsystem B, and the flow from subsystem B is the input of subsystem A. Fig.3.6b is vice versa.

Fig. 3.6 the meaning of causal strokes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Type</strong></th>
<th><strong>Elements</strong></th>
<th><strong>Explanations or Examples</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>storage</td>
<td>electric resistor, mechanical friction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>storage</td>
<td>capacitor, spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>resistor</td>
<td>inductor, mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Se, Sf</td>
<td>sources</td>
<td>electric sources, gravity, pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF</td>
<td>transformer</td>
<td>electric transformer, toothed wheels, lever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GY</td>
<td>gyrator</td>
<td>electromotor, centrifugal pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0-junction</td>
<td>common effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1-junction</td>
<td>common flow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table. 3.2 Type of bond graph elements [6]

In Fig. 3.7, the tetrahedron of state according to the variables they relate give us an insight into understanding some physical phenomena related with three elements. In addition, in the linear system, momentum \( q \) is \( C \cdot e \), displacement \( p \) is \( I \cdot f \), and \( e \) is \( R \cdot f \) in the linear system or the non-linear system.

![Fig. 3.7 the tetrahedron of state [6]](image)

As an example of the bond graphs, the electronic system Fig. 2.1 is modeled in Fig. 3.8, and its equations are as follows,

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{e} + C e & = f_4 \\
\dot{f} + f & = e_4 \\
\end{align*}
\]

![Fig. 3.8 a bond graph modeling](image)

These equations are the same as Eq. (3.1) and (3.2), and its vector-matrix form is also the same as Eq.(3.8). It is notable that the bond graphs have very simple constructions to derive the state equations. With bond graph software like 20-SIM, the state equations can be directly computed.

4. Unified Energy Interface for Mixed Reality Physical System

- Hyper-Bonds Response Module (HBRM)

In an arbitrary physical system having some energy connections between the objects of the system, assuming that one classifies the physical system into two parts and replaces one parts of the two by its virtual simulations, a Hyper-Bonds Response Module (HBRM) can achieve the energy interfaces between real objects and the virtually simulated objects. A HBRM consist of a Response Function Set (RFS), sensors and generators.
**RFS (Response Function Set)** — is solution algorithms of the state equation set of the system before replacing some parts of the system by its virtual simulations. As reviewed in the part 3, the state equation set is a mathematical modeling of the linear system, and it can be simply derived from the bond graphs of the system. An arbitrary system can be simulated by the computer using the solution algorithms of the state equation set. Therefore, after replacing any parts of the system by its virtual simulations, all behaviors of the system can be simulated by the computer using the RFS. For instance, Fig. 4.2 shows a physical system which has some energy connections between the objects. If its any parts are replaced by virtual simulations, all behaviors of the mixed reality physical system can be simulated by the computer using its RFS as Fig. 4.3.

**Sensors** — sample the inputs of the system and transfer the input signals to the RFS; effort sensor can be electric voltage sensor, air pressure sensor, force sensor or temperature sensor etc, and flow sensor can be electric currency sensor, air volume flow sensor, velocity sensor and heat-flow sensor etc.

**Generators** — bi-directionally generate the physical outputs, simulated by the computer using the RFS; effort generator can be electric voltage generator, air pressure generator, force generator or heat generator etc, and flow generator can be electric currency generator etc.
• Local and Distributed

We consider two cases, local mixed reality system and distributed mixed reality system using the internet. In order to apply the HBRM to both cases, it is necessary to define these two.

Local Mixed Reality System – consist of real part having physical representations, a HBRM, virtual input generators, a graphic engine displaying virtual objects and TCP/IP communication for connecting the other mixed reality local systems (Fig. 4.3).

![Local Mixed Reality System](image1)

Fig. 4.3  local mixed reality system using a HBRM

Distributed Mixed Reality System – consist of more than two local mixed reality systems. In this case, all local mixed reality systems have the same RFS. All real and virtual inputs must be simultaneously shared with all local systems. In perspective, it is possible to immediately recompose the distributed mixed reality system. Fig. 4.6 shows a distributed mixed reality system and its recomposition aspect.

![Distributed Mixed Reality System](image2)

Fig. 4.6 distributed mixed reality system and reusable aspect

• Road Map of Designing Unified Energy Interfaces

We present five steps to the road map of designing unified energy interface. With a following example, this road map is described in detail

Step 1. Describe the physical system using the bond graphs, before classifying it into real/virtual parts.

Step 2. Derive the state equation set of the physical system from the bond graphs—use the bond graph software like 20-SIM.

Step 3. Classify the system into real/virtual parts, and define input/output interfaces in the bond graphs—ports of all source objects are input interfaces; all boundary ports between real/virtual objects are output interfaces.

Step 4. Produce the RFS of the input/output interfaces from the state equation set, and embed the produced RFS in the local mixed reality.
Step 5. Compose a local mixed reality system consisted of a HBRM in which the RFS is embedded, a graphic engine, a virtual input generator and a TCP/IP communication—the graphic engine of the local mixed system must be able to appropriately display behaviors of the virtual objects using the results of the RFS; sensors/generators modules must be designed according to the needs of the system.

Now, we apply this road map to Fig. 1. In step 1, Fig. 3.1 can be described using bond graphs as Fig. 4.4.

![Fig. 4.4 Description using bond graphs](image)

In step 2, the state equation set of the system is generated by bond graph software (20-SIM) as

**dynamic equations:**
\[
\begin{align*}
C1.p.f &= I2.state / I2.i; \\
C1.p.e &= C1.state / C1.e; \\
R1.p.e &= R1.r * C1.p.f; \\
OneJunction1.p3.e &= Se1.p.e - R1.p.e; \\
\end{align*}
\]

**system equations:**
\[
\begin{align*}
I2.state &= \text{int}(I2.p.e, I2.state\_initial); \\
C1.state &= \text{int}(C1.p.f, C1.state\_initial);
\end{align*}
\]

The above results equal Eq. (3.8). In step 3, this system can be classified as two parts such as Fig. 4.5. The port 1 is the input interface port, which should be connected with a voltages sensor. The port 3 is a output interface port, which should be connected with a voltage generator and the graphic engine, because of the boundary port between the real and the virtual. There not exist any virtual inputs. The port 4 and 5 are the output interfaces to the graphic engine.

![Fig. 4.5 Classify the real/virtual ports](image)

In step 4, its RFS can be expressed as

\[
RFS\left[x_1(t), x_2(t), u_i(t)\right]
\]

(4.1)

where \(v\) set express the number of the output interfaces defined in step 2; \(x\) is the state variable; \(u\) is input variable. In step 5, a local mixed reality system consisted of a HBRM in which the RFS is embedded, a graphic engine, a virtual input generator and a TCP/IP communication must be composed.
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Das artecLab:

bildet eine experimentelle Gruppe von Wissenschaftlern, Ingenieuren und Künstlern.
Wir analysieren und erproben formale und nicht-formale Methoden der Modellierung, Produktion und Simulation.
Wir konstruieren sensorisierte Computer-Umgebungen und erforschen neue Formen der Mensch-Maschine-Interaktion.
Wir experimentieren mit der Vermischung von realen und virtuellen Welten an der Grenze zwischen maschineller Funktion und menschlicher Phantasie.

Der Mixed Reality Ansatz eröffnet neue Sichtweisen.
Wir modellieren mit realen Gegenständen, die eine reiche sinnliche Erfahrung mit der Widerspenstigkeit realer Phänomene vermitteln.
Wir formen virtuelle Gegenstände, die vielfältige Übersetzungen zwischen konkreten und abstrakten Sichtweisen realisieren.
Wir bauen Schnittstellen und Interfaces, die komplexe Verhältnisse zwischen der realen Welt der physischen Gegenstände und der virtuellen Informationswelt erfahrbar machen.

Die Computer-Wissenschaften und ihre mathematischen Grundlagen haben eine eigene Ästhetik.
Wir verstehen Ästhetik als Balance zwischen sinnlicher Erfahrung und verstandesmäßiger Durchdringung der uns umgebenden Phänomene.
Wir verfolgen gleichzeitig einen partizipatorischen und sozial verpflichteten Ansatz.
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